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Abstract: Large number of application fields, like real-time financial analysis, e-healthcare systems, sensor
networks, are working by continuous data streaming from multiple sources and through intermediate
processing by multiple aggregators. Keeping track of data provenance secure for such highly dynamic context is
an important requirement, since data provenance is a key factor in assessing data trustworthiness which is
useful for many applications. Provenance management for streaming data having several chalenging problems,
including the assurance of high processing throughput, low bandwidth consumption, storage efficiency and
secure transmission. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to securely transmit provenance for streaming
data by embedding provenance into the interpacket timing domain while addressing the above mentioned
problems. As provenance is hidden in another host-medium, our solution can be conceptualized as
watermarking technique. However, unlike traditional watermarking approaches, we embed provenance over
the interpacket delays (IPDs) rather than in the sensor data themselves, hence avoiding the problem of data
degradation due to watermarking. Provenance is extracted by the data receiver utilizing an optimal thresholdbased mechanism which minimizes the probability of provenance decoding errors. The ability to recover
\
quickly of the scheme against outside and inside attackers is established through an extensive security analysis.
Experiments show that our technique can recover provenance up to a positive level against perturbations to
inter-packet timing characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
The augmentation of the Internet, embedded systems and sensor networks has greatly
contributed to the wide development of streaming applications. For examples real-time
financial analysis, location-based services, transaction logs, sensor networks, in governmentel
organisation, control of automated systems. To drives such systems data is produced by a
variety of sources, ranging from other systems down to individual sensors and processed by
multiple intermediate agents. This differency of data sources quicken the importance of data
provenance to ensure secure and predictable operation of the streaming applications. Data
provenance is considered as an operative tool for evaluating data trustworthiness, since it
summarizes the history of the ownership and the actions performed on the data. Recent
research works on the provenance-based evaluation of the trustworthiness of sensor data,
location data, and multihop network clear the key contribution of provenance in data streams.
For an example consider a battlefield surveillance system that gathers enemy locations from
various sensors deployed in vehicles, air-crafts, satellites, etc., and queries over these data.
Mission critical applications in such a system must access only high confidence data in order to
guarantee accurate decisions. Thus, the garanty of data trustworthiness is key role here, which
arrange the secure management of provenance. Similarly, provenance plays a crucial role in
process control tasks, that analyze the real-time data collected from different sensors.
Provenance facilitates such systems by leveraging high trustworthy data, thus, preventing
wrong control decisions. The significance of provenance for streaming data is also emphasized
in the Research and Development Challenges for National Cyber Security report which
recommends research initiatives on efficient and secure implementation of provenance for
real-time systems. Past research on provenance mainly focused on modeling, collecting, and
querying, leaving security unexplored. Moreover, although the provenance of workflows and
curated databases has been investigated extensively, very few approaches have been reported
for data streams. In this paper, we introduce and study the problem of secure and efficient
transmission of provenance in an aggregation supportive streaming environment. The unique
nature of streaming environment imposes a set of challenges to the provenance solution.
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HTTP SECURE STREAMING FLOW CHART REPRESENTATION:

Fig 1 Flow chart
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the existing method if we want to monitor the video on internet first of all record the video
by using camera. Store the video into CD or DVD or pen drive or any other device. Then the
stored video can be uploaded on internet. But the main drawback present in existing system is
it is not uploaded live video on internet. Therefore the users can’t get live information by using
this method.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of proposed system
The proposed method is used to overcome the drawback present in existing method. The
design for the video encoding system involves various aspects such as the selection of the
hardware platform and the embedded operating system.
Before transferring the data through internet first of all we are transferring some password to
particular file. Based on this the file will not be hacked and we can provide security for each and
every file.
The development board is the hardware platform. Start-up codes, OS kernel and user’s
application programs are together stored in a NAND FLASH. Application programs run in 64MB
SDRAM, which can also be used as the room of various data and the stack. A CMOS camera
capturing videos is connected to a USB interface in the board.
This system is used to design a capturing continuous streaming of videos like live cricket
matches etc. capturing these live data and videos are stored inside internet.
This system is mainly used to provide security for the files which are used to transfer through
internet.
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HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card-sized single-board computer developed in the UK by the
Raspberry Pi Foundation with the intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer
science in schools.

Fig.3: Raspberry pi board
The Raspberry Pi is manufactured in two board configurations through licensed manufacturing
deals with Newark element14 (Premier Farnell), RS Components and Egoman. These companies
sell the Raspberry Pi online. Egoman produces a version for distribution solely in China and
Taiwan, which can be distinguished from other Pis by their red coloring and lack of FCC/CE
marks. The hardware is the same across all manufacturers. The Raspberry Pi has a Broadcom
BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC), which includes an ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor, Video
Core IV GPU, and was originally shipped with 256 megabytes of RAM, later upgraded to
512 MB. It does not include a built-in hard disk or solid-state drive, but uses an SD card for
booting and persistent storage.

Fig.4: Board features
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The Foundation provides Debian and Arch Linux ARM distributions for download. Tools are
available for Python as the main programming language, with support for BBC BASIC (via the
RISC OS image or the Brandy Basic clone for Linux), C, Java and Perl.
UVC DRIVER CAMERA

Fig.5: UVC Driver Camera
A UVC (or Universal Video Class) driver is a USB-category driver. A driver enables a device, such
as your webcam, to communicate with your computer’s operating system. And USB (or
Universal Serial Bus) is a common type of connection that allows for high-speed data transfer.
Most current operating systems support UVC. Although UVC is a relatively new format, it is
quickly becoming common.
There are two kinds of webcam drivers:
1. The one included with the installation disc that came with your product. For your webcam
to work properly, this driver requires some time to install. It is specifically tuned for your
webcam, designed by your webcam manufacturer and optimized for webcam performance.
2. A UVC driver:-You can only use one driver at a time, but either one will allow you to use
your webcam with various applications.
V. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A. Linux Operating System:
Linux or GNU/Linux is a free and open source software operating system for computers. The
operating system is a collection of the basic instructions that tell the electronic parts of the
computer what to do and how to work. Free and open source software (FOSS) means that
everyone has the freedom to use it, see how it works, and changes it. There is a lot of software
for Linux, and since Linux is free software it means that none of the software will put any
license restrictions on users. This is one of the reasons why many people like to use Linux. A
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Linux-based system is a modular Unix-like operating system. It derives much of its basic design
from principles established in UNIX during the 1970s and 1980s. Such a system uses a
monolithic kernel, the Linux kernel, which handles process control, networking, and peripheral
and file system access. Device drivers are either integrated directly with the kernel or added as
modules loaded while the system is running.

Fig.6: Architecture of Linux Operating System
B. Qt for Embedded linux:
Qt is a cross-platform application framework that is widely used for developing application
software with a graphical user interface (GUI) (in which cases Qt is classified as a widget
toolkit), and also used for developing non-GUI programs such as command-line tools and
consoles for servers. Qt uses standard C++ but makes extensive use of a special code generator
(called the Meta Object Compiler, or moc) together with several macros to enrich the language.
Qt can also be used in several other programming languages via language bindings. It runs on
the major desktop platforms and some of the mobile platforms. Non-GUI features
include SQL database access, XML parsing, thread management, network support, and a unified
cross-platform application
programing
interface
for
file
handling.
It
has
extensive internationalization support.
C. OPEN CV:
OpenCV [OpenCV] is an open source (see http://opensource.org) computer vision library
available from http://SourceForge.net/projects/opencvlibrary. The library is written in C and
C++ and runs under Linux, Windows and Mac OS X. There is active development on interfaces
for Python, Ruby, Matlab, and other languages. OpenCV was designed for computational
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efficiency and with a strong focus on real- time applications. OpenCV is written in optimized C
and can take advantage of multi core processors. If you desire further automatic optimization
on Intel architectures *Intel+, you can buy Intel’s Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP)
libraries [IPP], which consist of low-level optimized routines in many different algorithmic areas.
OpenCV automatically uses the appropriate IPP library at runtime if that library is installed.
VI. WORKING PRINICIPLE
In this section, we are giving the complete description on the proposed system architecture.
Here we are using Raspberry Pi board as our platform. It has an ARM-11 SOC with integrated
peripherals like USB, Ethernet and serial etc. On this board we are installing Linux operating
system with necessary drivers for all peripheral devices and user level software stack which
includes a light weight GUI based on XServer, V4L2 API for interacting with video devices like
cameras, TCP/IP stack to communicate with network devices and some standard system
libraries for system level general IO operations. The Raspberry Pi board equipped with the
above software stack is connected to the outside network and a camera is connected to the
Raspberry Pi through USB bus. On the other side we have to host a web server with cloud
facility.
After connecting all the devices then power up the device. When the device starts booting from
flash, it first loads the Linux to the device and initializes all the drivers and the core kernel. After
initialization of the kernel it first checks weather all the devices are working properly or not.
After that it loads the file system and starts the startup scripts for running necessary processes
and daemons. Finally it starts the main application.
When our application starts running it first check all the devices and resources which it needs
are available or not. After that it checks the connection with the devices and gives control to
the user. The GUI for the user has the following options.
I. An optional label for displaying the image taken from the camera.
This system supports feature of image/video processing by using various algorithms and
features using image processing. Our embedded project proposes a gesture based method for
easy and quick control. User hand gestures are recognized by capturing the motion path when
the user draws different symbols in the air. These gestures are used to interact with the TV. It is
implemented using a single-camera dedicated hardware system. The camera can detect hand
gestures. This system captures the gestures from web-cam which is connected to micro
controller through USB host and the image is processed by means of image processing
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technique. Here we are using Open CV library to detect a frontal hand as an image using its
Haar Cascade hand Detector, this will increase the human computer interaction. If any gesture
is recognized by the camera, a rectangular box will appear on touch screen display unit. The
identified gestures are sends to ARM board and we can perform TV related functions. In this
way we are implementing single camera dedicated television control system using gesture
drawing.
CONCLUSION
The project “Television volume and channel control by hand gesture using raspberry pi” has
been successfully designed and tested. It has been developed by integrating features of all the
hardware components and software used. Presence of every module has been reasoned out
and placed carefully thus contributing to the best working of the unit. Secondly, using highly
advanced ARM9 board and with the help of growing technology the project has been
successfully implemented.
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